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The following is a.brief summary-of the Report of'the Working Party

on .Shipping of the United Nations .Conf erence''on Trade and Development

(Geneva.23 March to ■ 15 June 1964). "Itis to be read Tin conjunction with

paragraphs 4-11 of E/CU.14/TRANS. 18.' The 'jnain -heading of discussion is

Improvement of the- Invisible.-Trade of Developing-- Countries, and the■■

debate which followed the presentation: of the-background paper-'covered

■the main aspects of the shipping1 industry, especially the'conference

.:systera and the problems relating; to conditions under which shipping ■

could best serve the.needs, of world trends, particularly- the trade of

developing countries. .. '-'•"■ ■ ■ ' "■ ' ' ■

General Backgrounds

The developing countries underlined the importance of shipping to

their economies, because of their heavy dependence on maritime transport

with the major trading centres of the world, and t.he burden, pf .shipping

services in their balance of payments. These problems were of particular

importance to all developing countries and those heavily dependent on

export of primary products and the import of industrial goods, especially

these goods required for development purposes.

In the view of developing; countries the. present imbalance in the

distribution of tonnage, between developed, and. .developing, nations had led
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to the latter not having any voice in the decisions of shipping and

freight rates, and that this left them in complete dependence on the

ocean shipping of developed maritime countries . They emphasized that

the present situation not only affected the developing countries through

the lack of shipping services between them and potential markets* but

also through certain practices prevailing in the conferences which

adversely affected their exports and the promotion of new exports from

developing countries.

Opening their debate, the. developed count-ries made-.it clear that

in their view the object of the,.shipping:.industry was to be a servant

of trade*. They.-emphasized th,e international character; of shipping and

its need to . operate in. an environment of competition unhampered, by ■

governmental restrictions. Shipping had expanded with world trade.. -

Both had .doubled in size since 1950 and in the same period.ship owning •

had become far more wide-spread, among -$he various nations;, developed and

developing. They thought &hafc unless shipping co&ts were genuinely kept

as low as possible there was no hope to- expand trade to the full.. They-

were willing to co-operate with the developing countries in improving

the conditions under which shipping could most efficiently operate-

THE DEBATE CONTINUES: ■ :

Developing/Countries Developed Countries

The solution of our ocean

transport problems lie in the

reduction of ocean transport costs

and in the establishment of mer

chant fleets in our countries. We'

have the tfight to* -create and dev

elop our merchant fleets not only

to rectify the imbalance in our

"balance of payments through

We welcome the establishment

of fleets in your countries provid

ed they were based on sound econo

mic criteria and provided that

■ 'their establishment was decided

' upon by each country as a question

of the allocation of capital ■

resources between various invest

ment projects. When making such
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Developing Countries Developed Countries

dependence on foreign merchant

fleets,- "but also to provide struc

tural diversification in our econo

mies and to create a new source of

income. The fleets of your countr

ies have already captured the trade

due to an earlier start and other

reasons. We would like the emerging

fleets of our countries given em

ployment and all reasonable assist

ance as in the case of other inland

industries without "being called upon

to reciprocate these measures. Our

shipping lines are entitled to full

membership of conferences on equal

footing. Moreover, in view of the

secretive and unilateral practices

of conference lines, machinery on

national level, regional and inter

national levels should "be provided

for consultation and confrontation

in order that grievances could be

ventilated and advice provided by

such forums.

On the principle that we have

a right to establish our merchant

fleets it must inevitably be

conceded that these emerging fleets

have to be fed with cargo6 If

protective measures were adopted

to achieve this, they would be no

decisions one should be aware of

the high rate of capital to labour

in shipping. If competition were

interferred with, investment in

shipping might be a substantial

waste of resources and involve higher

costs. Preferential arrangements

in shipping would undermine the

effects of competition in keeping

cost low and the results would be

an over-all increase in freight

rates. It is flag discrimination

which is an. enemy-of -competition

because it increases the real

costs of transport and, more

serious, if these practices spread,

other countries would be forced to

adopt this too, and costs would

rise generally.

He are willing to oo-operate

with you in improving the condi

tions under which shipping could

most efficiently operate. We

suggest that a machinery for con

sultation between shippers and

liner conferences be established

in your countries. If this is

done many of the problems which

appear to be causing you greatest

concern can be emicably settled to

the benefit of trade and in the
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different from measures taken in interests of all parties concerned,

relation to infant industries. We must, however, point out the ne-

Again, any measure that we may take cessity for bringing down transport

cannot interfere with the freedom costs by improving port facilities,

of navigation ■ including ships time spent in port,

since this is an element in the

operating costs of ships.

At this stage, the socialist countries supporting the views expressed

by the developing countries, pointed out that besides the conference

system, joint service lines of socialist and developing countries existed

and worked successfully. These lines fully applied and respected the

principles of equality and mutual advantage and their freight rates were

subject to consultations by the parties concerned. They guaranteed, for

the developing countries, the possibility of increasing the volume of

cargo carried by their own ships.

On the issue of freight rates, the developed countries pointed out

that the actual costs of sea transport constituted only a fraction and

frequently only a small fraction, of the total cost of transport of

goods from the place of origin to the place of marketing and consumption.

They referred to the baok-ground document, £]/CONF.46/2?='and Corr.lj to

show that the levels of, and fluctuations in, commodity freight rates

played a relatively minor part in influencing cost, insurance and

freight (cif.) prices and consumer prices.

The experience of the developing countries suggested that the

present freight rates structure had the effect of promoting export of

manufactured products from developed oountries; that they affected

l/ P. 40 para. 22, "Fluctuations in lines rates are..... seldom varying
by more than 10 to 15 per cent in a year."
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adversely the promotion of exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures

from developing countries, and that even in the case of primary products

of high incidence of freight rates had worked to the detriment of develop

ing countries. What is more, the secrecy under which the conferences

worked, and their failure to take the shippers and governments of

developing countries, into their confidence, put the latter at a serious

disadvantage. The developing countries contended that the practice was

not conductive to the development of better relations between developing

countries on the one hand, and governments of developed countries and

conferences on the other.

Developing Countries Developed Countries

We demand that in the determina

tion of freight rates the principles

of mutual consultation of freight

rates and registration with compet

ent national authorities and dis

cussions and working on an equal

footing, should be followed. We

suggest as follows: (l) freight

rates on export cargoes should be

fixed at fair and reasonable levels

and the practice of dual rates and

deferred rebates be regulated!

(ii) freight rates on new items of

exports from developing countries

should be fixed at levels lower or

at least equal to the rates for

those items from developed

countries (iii) all variations in

freight rates should be made by

the Conferences only after prior

In our view, the important .

thing is to focus attention on

establishing such conditions which

would most effectively contribute

to the securing of the lowest pos

sible level of freight rates. The

only possible system under which

this can be achieved is the func

tioning of competition between all

carriers* Governmental restric

tions, particularly flag discrimina

tion, interferring with the pattern

of free competition would lead to

less efficient utilization of the

world fleet and consequently to

a higher level of freight rates

than would otherwise be the case.

On the question of promotional

ratesj we do not think that ship

owners are expected to subsidize
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Developing Countries.

consultations with trade interests

concerned, and (iv) freight rates

of sensitive commodities should "be

fixed after taking due account of

their special position. We would

like promotional rates instituted

so as to encourage our exports.

The present rate structure often

"brings reverse effects which put

our exports to your countries? as

well as amongst our countries, in

a less favourable position than

exports of your countries.

trades nevertheless; the promotion

of trade is obviously ir. their inter-

est ard their f7 eight policy must be

in acccrd'-.noe with that interest.

Statistics collected from European '

liner companies shovrs that liner

freight income vould on average have had

to be 10 per cent higher than it was

in 1963 if a reasonable return on '

capital was to have neon earned.

Competition is so intense that it

will prevent rates higher than are

cb30lut3ly tiso^E^y from being

quoted. Great ncvys for cost re

duction lien "-n the increased

ci' large-.? ehioe.


